by a set of grasp configurationsK, where each configuration is defined by the locations of the n contact points on B's circumference.
The optimal grasp -planing objective is described by (1) , and as follows: Given an object B, grasped by n contact points positioned on its circumference in a specific locations -that is a "grasp configuration", loaded by a specific external load inF , search B's circumference for an optimal grasp -quality measure. The search is comprise two stages. First, evaluate a grasp -quality measure for the current grasp configuration, which is follows by the evaluation of a grasp -quality measure for the current grasp configuration, for all loads iñ F . This algorithm can be analytically described as,
where J is the grasp -quality evaluation function.
The search is performed in the eight dimensional space, whose parameters are the object's surface geometry coordinates (two), the applied external spatial forces vectors (three) and torques (three). The algorithm output is the locations of the n contact points on the object's circumference that defines the optimal grasp configuration, in the sense of the the grasp quality criterion.
Currently, a virtual environment that enables simulation of the object's dynamics under the integrated contact model is constructed. Both non -linear contact models by Elata [1] and Xydas's [6] are studied for their properties and differences. An experimental system is being built, in order to validate the grasp's analysis and synthesis.
